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How to Clean a Fish
And Other Adventures in Portugal
ESMERALDA CABRAL

How to Clean a Fish is an inviting family travel story about an extended stay in Portugal, full of food, adventure, and the search for home.

The COVID Journals
Health Care Workers Write the Pandemic
Edited by SHANE NEILSON, SARAH FRASER, & ARUNDHATI DHARA

A broad range of Canadian health care workers recount their experiences of the COVID-19 pandemic in prose and poetry.

Seeking a Research-Ethics Covenant in the Social Sciences
WILL C. VAN DEN HOONAARD

Van den Hoonaard discusses ways to unshackle social science ethics policies from medical research-ethics frameworks.

Come My Children
HEKMAT AL-TAWEEL
Edited by GHADA AGEEL & BARBARA BILL

Hekmat Al-Taweel’s narrative sheds light on Muslim–Christian relationships in Gaza and contradicts Western stereotypes.

An Anthology of Monsters
How Story Saves Us from Our Anxiety
CHERIE DIMALINE

An Anthology of Monsters by Cherie Dimaline, award-winning Métis author of The Marrow Thieves, is the tale of an intricate dance with life-long anxiety.

Leaving Other People Alone
Diaspora, Zionism, and Palestine in Contemporary Jewish Fiction
AARON KREUTER

Leaving Other People Alone reads contemporary North American Jewish fiction about Israel/Palestine through an anti-Zionist, diasporic lens.
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224 pages
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Seeking a Research-Ethics Covenant in the Social Sciences
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152 pages
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April 2023
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Edited by GHADA AGEEL & BARBARA BILL

176 pages
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there's more
UCHECHUKWU PETERUMEZURIKE

With rich, precise imagery and a community of voices, ideas, and recollections, there's more navigates immigrant life with a multifaceted awareness of joy, melancholia, loss, and hope.

80 pages
Robert Kroetsch Series
9781772126808 | 6 x 9 | $19.99 (T) paper
Canadian Literature / Poetry
March 2023

Indie Rock
JOE BISHOP

This intelligent and punchy collection candidly focuses on a queer poet/musician's life in Newfoundland and his personal struggles with addiction, OCD, and trauma.

80 pages
Robert Kroetsch Series
9781772126785 | 5.25 x 9 | $19.99 (T) paper
Canadian Literature / Poetry
February 2023

Monitoring Station
SONJA RUTH GRECKOL

Greckol enters a slipstream of space and planetary language to engage in a dense kind of poetic thinking about belonging and responsibility to people and place.

88 pages
Robert Kroetsch Series
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February 2023

RECENT AWARDS

On Foot to Canterbury
Book Design | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Winner
Trade Non-Fiction Book of the Year | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Short-listed

Impact: Women Writing After Concussion
Trade Non-Fiction Book of the Year | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Winner
Book Cover Design | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Short-listed

The Bad Wife
Robert Kroetsch Award for Poetry | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Winner
Raymond Souster Award | League of Canadian Poets – Long-listed

Indigenous Women and Street Gangs
Saskatchewan Book Awards | Non-Fiction Award – Short-listed
Scholarly & Academic Book of the Year | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Short-listed

Ethics for the Practice of Psychology in Canada, Third Edition
Learning Book of the Year | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Short-listed

Situating Design in Alberta
Book Design | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Short-listed

Deriving
Book Cover Design | Alberta Book Publishing Awards – Short-listed

NOW AVAILABLE IN AUDIO!

uap.ualberta.ca